
WINS For Life Services 
 

We provide a variety of educational services and events for adults and students. Participants are empowered 
by significant learning experiences and impactful lessons. Our mission statement is “to assist as many people 
as possible, in as many ways as possible”. We achieve this via professional development workshops, staff 
training, team building seminars, coaching clinics and our motivational public speaking services. For students, 
our mission is achieved by hosting after school programs, school events and basketball services. In the realm 
of basketball, we host clinics, camps and leagues. WINS For Life is affiliated with the Basketball Hall of Fame.   
 

Interpersonal Dynamics: workshop outline  
(2-hour professional development workshop) 

 

Interpersonal Dynamics is an empowering professional development workshop structured to elevate work 
performance, expand knowledge, enhance skill sets and improve relationships. This workshop is empowering 
professionally and personally. Participants benefit from learning a range of effective strategies and techniques, 
including how to handle adversity, conflict, emotions and behavioral challenges. This event is highly engaging, 
interactive, entertaining and very informative. Participants will gain tools to elevate job effectiveness and team 
cohesiveness in the work environment. Participants leave energized, motivated and equipped with significant 
methods that are essential to teach and lead others. Everyone benefits, especially those the staff is serving!  
 

Presenter David Vasquenza worked in Special Education for over 20 years as a counselor and staff trainer. 
He is an energizing motivational public speaker with a wealth of knowledge and valuable information. He is a 
former College and H.S Basketball coach. Mr. Vasquenza has hosted 30 clinics at the Basketball Hall of Fame.   
  

Registration includes:  
WINS Resource Workbook, interactive outline, 36 strategies & definitions page, self-assessment guide. 
 

Opening Activities:  
Work-related challenges  
Left Brain vs. Right Brain 
 

Workshop Content:  
The WINS For Life Building Blocks: Values, Balance, Mental Strength, Adversity 
 

TEAM = Together Everyone Achieves More  
 

The Professional Employee 
 

WII-FM (Mindset: positive vs. negative)  
 

Dynamic Dialogue for the workplace  
 

Communication! (the Magic C-word) 
 

Work Place – Happy Place (the building blocks) 
 

Adversity: How do you Respond? 
  * The Human Instinct: Flight, Fright, and Fight modes 
 

Behavior Management (responding to challenges & difficult behaviors) 
  * “What’s Next!?” (our #1 tool)    
 

Team Stations (positive contributions activity) 
1. Students / Clients 
2. Parents / Community                 
3. Staff / Employees  
4. Environment 
5. Yourself 
 

Personal Awareness / Accountability 
* Self Assessment Activity (fun, insightful, valuable) 
 

 

36 Management Strategies!  
* Work Place Scenarios (activity using the WINS strategies) 
 

Implementing Action & Praise.   Closing Comments ☺ 
 

WINS For Life:  David Vasquenza, 860-645-1934 (office),  wins4life@cox.net,  www.wins4life.com 

mailto:wins4life@cox.net
http://www.wins4life.com/

